
TRINITY UNITED CHURCH: MAY 15th, 2022 

SUMMARY: SERVING CHRIST IS TO BE OUTSIDE THE LINES 
(Acts 11:1-18) 

Today’s text is something of a watershed, it marks the day the fence came down. Up to now 
it was generally understood by Jesus’ followers that Jesus’ ministry and focus was on the 
Jews. Jesus was a Jew and, as he described himself and his task as being the fulfilment of all 
Jewish law, it was only natural for them to believe that Judaism was his focus. Following 
Christ was understood by them to be an ‘us’ and ‘them’ issue. All true, circumcised believers 
were the ‘insiders’ and all others, the uncircumcised gentiles, were ‘outsiders!’ It was only 
natural then that that would have been his disciples’ focus: to go tell all people - meaning all 
good, law-abiding, circumcised Jewish people - this wonderful Gospel news of God’s love 
and purposes for their lives… But, as I said, today that exclusionary fence came down. This 
vision of Peter blew all that small and parochial focus wide open. 
 

That shouldn’t have been as shocking as it was because it was all always clearly right there. 
Even as Abraham was being calledi, it was a call ‘to be a blessing to others.’ That’s what was 
re-iterated by the prophet Isaiahii, that Israel was created essentially to be a blessing – a light 
to all the nations. Jesus later confirmed that focus by calling them ‘salt for all the earth’, and 
‘light’ by which all the world are to see the truth of God! They had been chosen, blessed, but 
not ever just for themselves, it was so that they would be God’s blessing to ALL! 
 

Then, it’s like that thing which we as humans are so good at doing took over. A form of 
exclusive tribal thinking developed that closed them down, causing them to draw ever tighter 
protective religious boundaries around themselves and people just like them, effectively 
shutting themselves in and, most tragically, all others out! 
 

We all still so easily, instinctively, do that: we cluster together behind the walls we build, 
thinking we are safe within our community groups, social groups, national groups, racial, 
economic, religious groups – sticking with others who look and sound and think like us. We 
fool ourselves that it’s better like that, that ‘others’, ‘outsiders’ are somehow less important, 
don’t matter quite so much.  
 

But then comes this broken-fence vision of Peter! He was given to glimpse how all those 
artificial boundaries are now officially and forever gone! Three times he described he saw 
how he was to include all those previously forbidden animals which for centuries had been 
understood by the religious authorities to be to-eva before God, an abomination.  
 

And that, right there, is what changes everything.  We are all so obsessed with division. 
Separation. Boundaries. ‘Good fences make for good neighbours’ Well, it seems that fences 
may be prudent when dealing with that difficult guy who lives next door, but it’s not 
particularly Christian. God seems far more intent on breaking barriers than building them. 
 

But still, there is a basically instinctive something in all of us that yearns to be part of a pack, 
where we know we are accepted. We instinctively look to bind together with others similar to 
us - allowing loyalty to whatever group we choose - our family, our community, our nation - 
to be what defines us, as opposed to what those in other groups choose to define them. When 
our group definitions become a form of apartheid that limits our engagement and respect for 
those others outside of our group, we risk losing everything! 
 



This God that we like to say we so love and serve is huge and everywhere, waaaay beyond 
just the small & parochially approving thing we like to worship on our terms. In fact, it’s in 
the profound inclusivity of God’s very bigness that we come best to know who and what God 
is. God is not confined to being just here, or there, or somewhere else but by the Spirit is 
always powerfully & ubiquitously everywhere… 
 

We can see God as this love flow in all creation that exists in everyone and everything. Like 
the nuclear energy that pulses between the electron and neutron and proton of an atom, 
unseen, but very very real. Or, even more powerfully than that, it’s God as the love-force- 
that exists between everyone and everything that knows what it is to love and be lovediii.  
                  

We are not making this up: it’s revealed all through scripture and captured theologically in 
what we try to understand as we speak about God as Trinity: God not existing in isolation but 
as this rich eco-system of eternally poured-out love, pulsing among and within us as Father-
creator ever creating, Son-redeemer ever redeeming and Spirit-empower’er, ever 
empowering. I marvel at how we are all created to be drawn into that flow. 
 

Nothing exists just in and by itself. You would think we’d know that by looking creation: 
…the elegant ingenuity of all this beautiful and perfect and fragile interdependency that 
continues to sustain our life on planet earth: ..the combination of gases we call air, as well as 
just the right amount and interplay of light, warmth, water, earth, all needing each other. 
 

It’s madness to believe we are able better to be in isolation as individuals as opposed to being 
within the united community we’ve been made to be in God’s image, and clearly, God thinks 
so too! Bob Marley was spot on, there is one love! In Christ we are given to own our place as 
part of that one love, and by the Holy Spirit we are empowered to live into it. 
 

What the life death and resurrection of Jesus Christ uniquely reveals as AGAPE is our way 
into that flow of one love, … AGAPE! …self-emptying KENOSIS: our willingness to align 
our lives with the flow of God’s love poured into us and out as we are given to empty 
ourselves for the good of others… 
 

In today’s text we see broken-fence-perceiving Peter getting the point. Last week we 
reflected on how a once dead Tabitha was miraculously raised to continue her life of 
continued service. We are all so often this closed-minded, small thinking, self-preserving 
people who so easily see ourselves as being somehow better than others. But we are also a 
people who, like Peter, are coming to understand that the fences are down: that there are no 
more walls in the economy of God’s kingdom as it comes on earth as it is in heaven, how it 
truly all is holy and God-soaked. It’s as we get better to see that, so we allow our worlds to 
be defined by that, and we go out better to live it.  
May that be so for us all 
Amen. 

Rev Robin Jacobson 
 

 
 

i Genesis 12:1-3 
ii Isa 42:6; 60:3 
iii Jn.4: God is described as being love, with those who live in love living in God and how it is God Self who lives 
in them. 
 


